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ABSTRACT Organic ﬂuorophores common to ﬂuorescence-based investigations suffer from unwanted photophysical proper-
ties, including blinking and photobleaching, which limit their overall experimental performance. Methods to control such
processes are particularly important for single-molecule ﬂuorescence and ﬂuorescence resonance energy transfer imaging
where uninterrupted, stable ﬂuorescence is paramount. Fluorescence and FRET-based assays have been carried out on
dye-labeled DNA and RNA-based systems to quantify the effect of including small-molecule solution additives on the ﬂuores-
cence and FRET behaviors of both cyanine and Alexa ﬂuorophores. A detailed dwell time analysis of the ﬂuorescence and
FRET trajectories of more than 200,000 individual molecules showed that two compounds identiﬁed previously as triplet state
quenchers, cyclooctatetraene, and Trolox, as well as 4-nitrobenzyl alcohol, act to favorably attenuate blinking, photobleaching,
and inﬂuence the rate of photoresurrection in a concentration-dependent and context-dependent manner. In both biochemical
systems examined, a unique cocktail of compounds was shown to be optimal for imaging performance. By simultaneously
providing the most rapid and direct access to multiple photophysical kinetic parameters, smFRET imaging provides a powerful
avenue for future investigations aimed at discovering new compounds, and effective combinations thereof. These efforts may
ultimately facilitate tuning organic dye molecule performance according to each speciﬁc experimental demand.INTRODUCTION
Fluorescence applications penetrate nearly every field of bio-
logical research (1). Bulk fluorimetry, as well as wide-field,
scanning confocal, and total internal reflection fluorescence
microscopy (TIRF) rely on high-quantum yield, stable fluo-
rescent species. The utility of such fluorophores, including
organic dyes, fluorescent proteins, as well as inorganic
quantum dots and nanocrystals, is hampered by the undesir-
able photophysical properties of stochastic ‘‘blinking’’
events and irreversible photobleaching. To understand the
origins of dye photophysics, fluorophore properties have
been extensively investigated under a variety of conditions
(2–23). Blinking describes the tendency of fluorescing mole-
cules to undergo illumination intensity-dependent, reversible
losses of fluorescence leading to ‘‘dark’’ states. Photobleach-
ing is an irreversible loss of fluorescence. Photoresurrection
describes a photon induced transition from a dark state back
to a fluorescing state. A principle determinant of dye photo-
physics, in particular photobleaching, is molecular oxygen.
Oxygen and oxygen-generated molecular species are effi-
cient triplet-state quenchers (TSQs) that reduce the lifetime
of dark states but also promote rapid irreversible fluorophore
photobleaching (24–26). Solution investigations that depend
on long-lived fluorescence, including single molecule
fluorescence and fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(FRET) imaging, where high illumination intensities are
typically used, depend on efficient enzymatic oxygen scav-
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imental conditions that reduce or remove molecular oxygen,
correspondingly exacerbate the prevalence of long-lived
temporary dark states (24,27).
The widely used, commercially available cyanine (Cy)
and Alexa fluorophores undergo dark state transitions over
a broad range of timescales. Fluorophore dark states have
been attributed to cis-trans isomerization within the conju-
gated polyene cores, a build-up of distinct triplet states,
charge relay mechanisms, photo-ionization, photo-oxidation,
and the absorbance of short wavelength photons from the
first excited singlet state (6,8,9,14–16,23,28–35). Although
Alexa fluorophores are chemically designed to reduce
cis-trans isomerization inherent to the cyanine family of
dye molecules, they remain prone to long-lived dark states.
Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) studies,
which typically use Cy and Alexa fluorophores, must there-
fore be interpreted in the context of blinking frequencies
where at the single-molecule level, stepwise changes to zero
FRET states may be misconstrued as biologically relevant
conformational changes (8,36).
The reliable control of such unwanted photophysical
processes offers the potential of greatly increasing dye bright-
ness, dye stability and fluorescence lifetime. Such improve-
ments in dye behavior would greatly enhance the robustness
of single-molecule FRET (smFRET) observations where
high-spatial and -time resolution measurements that demand
increased illumination intensities have the potential to show
FRET transitions correlated with functionally relevant
conformational processes (24,37–51). Photo-induced re-
covery from dark states, recently leveraged to improve
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2008.11.061
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(52–58), may similarly benefit from control over blinking
frequency. To this end, specific compounds such as Trolox,
b-mercaptoethanol (BME), mercaptoethylamine (MEA),
n-propyl gallate, 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane (DABCO),
and cyclooctatetraene (COT) that favorably affect dark state
and photobleaching lifetimes have come into increasingly
widespread use (3,27,59–63).
Using smFRET imaging, we report a detailed analysis of
the kinetic parameters of photophysical processes for
cyanine- and Alexa-labeled DNA- and RNA-based systems
under oxygen scavenging conditions in the presence and
absence of the previously characterized TSQs, Trolox, and
COT, as well as the compound, 4-nitrobenzyl alcohol (NBA).
These compounds lack complete characterizations despite
their increasingly widespread use (38,39,42,61,64–66).
Through the quantification of nearly 200,000 single-molecule
fluorescence and FRET trajectories using recently developed
hidden Markov modeling procedures, specific alterations in
blinking, photoresurrection, and photobleaching rates
promoted by these compounds have been determined in two
environmental contexts. These data, summarized in terms
of the total lifetime in nonzero fluorescence/FRET states
(Total ton) and zero fluorescence/FRET states (Total toff)
before photobleaching, show that all three compounds affect
dye photophysics in unique and environment-specific
manners without perturbing the observed FRET values.
The data show, as reported previously (27,61), that Trolox
improves dye photophysics in the context of a DNA-based
system. However, a significant reduction in dye lifetime is
observed in a different biochemical context, imaging dye-
labeled tRNAmolecules within the ribosome. NBA, although
tending to reduce Total ton in the DNA system investigated,
dramatically increases the Total ton and decreases Total toff
in the ribosome system. In both systems, NBA almost
completely eliminates long-lived excursions to dark states.
More consistent, but attenuated, benefits were observed in
the presence of COT. In combination, COT,NBA, and Trolox
seem to operate through complementary mechanisms in both
systems. By providing a robust means of assessing TSQ func-
tion, smFRET experiments provide a potential framework
that may be further developed to explore the discovery of
new compounds, and/or combinations of compounds, for
the specific tuning of the fluorescence lifetime, blinking,
and photoresurrection rates of organic fluorophores.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of dye-labeled biomolecules
for single-molecule experiments
Two complimentary 12-nucleotide DNAs were chemically synthesized with
a 50-C6-amino linker for dye linkage; one strand possessed an additional
30-biotin moiety attached via a 22 atom spacer (50-/5AmM C6/CAT GAC
CAT GAC-30 and 50-/5AmMC6/GTC ATG GTC ATG/3BioTEG/-30; IDT,
Coralville, IA). Each DNA strand was individually labeled with a commer-Biophysical Journal 96(6) 2371–2381cially available, N-hydroxysuccinimide ester activated dye molecule (Cy3,
Cy5; GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ; and Alexa 555, Alexa 647N; Molec-
ular Probes, Carlsbad, CA) through the following procedure. The use of long
chemical spacers between the dyes and DNA as well as the use of cyanine
dyes that possess two negatively charged sulfite groups significantly reduces
the contribution of fluorescence anisotropy to the single-molecule measure-
ments (data not shown).
Lyophilized DNAs were resuspended in distilled, deionized water and
adjusted to 50 mM potassium borate buffer, pH 8.1, 200 mM KCl. Dye-
labeling was achieved by adding a 10-fold molar excess of N-hydroxysucci-
nimide-activated dye resuspended in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). After a
2-h incubation in the dark at 37C, unbound dye was removed by two
sequential phenol/chloroform extraction steps. Labeled DNA was recovered
by ethanol precipitation. Acceptor-labeled, biotinylated strands were hybrid-
ized with the complementary donor-labeled strand in the presence of
200 mM KCl by mixing the two in equimolar ratios, briefly heating the
solution to 75C, followed by passive cooling to room temperature. For
all experiments, the strand containing the biotin moiety (3BioTEG) was
labeled with the acceptor fluorophore. Where acceptor dyes were examined
under direct illumination, acceptor-labeled, biotinylated DNA strands were
hybridized with a complimentary DNA strand that was unlabeled.
70S ribosomes were isolated from the bacterial strain MRE600 following
published procedures (38,39). Briefly, cultures were grown to early log phase
and harvested by centrifugation. Cell lysis was achieved using a cell disrupter
(Avestin, Ottawa, ON, Canada); insoluble debris was removed by centrifuga-
tion at 10,000 g for 30 min. Ribosomes were isolated from the supernatant
fraction by centrifugation through two sequential sucrose cushion steps each
containing 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.5 M NH4Cl, 10 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM
EDTA, 6 mM BME, and 37% sucrose. Ribosomes, resuspended in the
same buffer lacking sucrose, were then isolated by centrifugation through
a 10%–40% sucrose gradient containing 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 100 mM
NH4Cl, 10 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM EDTA, and 6 mM BME. Gradients were
fractionated by ultraviolet absorbance and those containing tight coupled
70S (TC70S) particles were aliquoted and stored in liquid nitrogen.
Ribosomal complexes containing site-specifically labeled tRNAs
(Cy3-tRNAfMet labeled at 4-thiouridine (s4U) at position 8; Cy5-tRNA
Phe
labeled at 3-(3-amino-3-carboxypropyl uridine (acp3U) residue at position
47), were prepared using purified translation initiation factors, and synthetic,
biotinylated mRNA (Dharmacon, Lafayette, CO) as described previously
(38,39,42).
Single-molecule imaging and experimental
conditions
All experiments were carried out using a laboratory built, prism-based TIRF
apparatus as described previously at specified illumination intensities in
Tris-polymix buffer (50 mM Tris-OAc pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl, 5 mM
NH4OAc, 0.5 mM Ca(OAc)2, 15 mM Mg(OAc)2, 0.1 mM EDTA, 50 mM
b-mercaptoethanol, 5 mM putrescine, and 1 mM spermidine) containing
2 unit/mL glucose oxidase (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), 20 units/mL cata-
lase (Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.1% v/v glucose unless stated otherwise (42). An
alternative oxygen scavenging system using protocatechuic acid (PCA)
(Sigma-Aldrich)/protocatechuate-3,4-dioxygenase (PCD) (Sigma-Aldrich)
was used following published procedures (24). Trolox (97%), COT
(98%), and NBA (99%) (Sigma-Aldrich) were resuspended in DMSO and
added to the Tris-polymix buffer to a final concentration of 2 mM. Biotiny-
lated DNA molecules and ribosomal complexes were immobilized via
a biotin-streptavidin interaction within microfluidic channels constructed
on quartz slides (38,39,42,67). Fluorescence from surface-immobilized
molecules, illuminated via the evanescent wave generated by total internal
reflection of 532 nm (Laser Quantum, Cheshire, UK) and/or 635 nm
(Coherent, Auburn, CA) laser sources, was collected using a 1.2 NA
60 water-immersion objective (Nikon, Melville, NY) and imaged onto
a Cascade 512B CCD (Roper Scientific, Tucson, AZ). Data were acquired
using Metamorph software (Universal Imaging Corporation, Downingtown,
PA) collecting at a frame rate of 25/s (40 ms time resolution). For direct
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Kinetic analysis of smFRET time traces
The photophysical properties of dyes were investigated by extracting single-
molecule FRET time traces from the acquired CCD images using in-house
designed software in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) as described
previously (42). FRET efficiencies (EFRET) for each trace were calculated
according to the equation: EFRET¼ Iacceptor
IdonorþIacceptor; where Iacceptor and Idonor
correspond to Cy5 or Alexa 647N and Cy3 or Alexa 555 fluorescence inten-
sity, respectively, after correcting for background intensity and cross talk
between the donor and acceptor fluorescence signals. In the analysis of
smFRET data, only those molecules yielding both donor and acceptor fluo-
rescence were considered for analysis. In fluorescence and FRET imaging
experiments molecules yielding a signal/noise (S/N) ratio <7:1 were
excluded from analysis. Unless otherwise stated, S/N is defined as the total
fluorescence intensity (donor þ acceptor)/standard deviation of background
fluorescence after photobleaching. The kinetic parameters of blinking and
photobleaching were extracted from smFRET trajectories by idealizing fluo-
rescence and FRET data to specific kinetic models using a segmental
k-means algorithm implemented in QuB (68) as reported previously (42).
Single-molecule data obtained from individual DNA molecules were fit to
a two-state kinetic model yielding a series of dwells in the nonzero and
zero-fluorescence/FRET states. smFRET data obtained from single ribo-
some molecules containing donor and acceptor labeled tRNAs was fit to
a four-state kinetic model as described previously (42). Because under all
smFRET conditions tested the vast majority (>85%) of FRET trajectories
were limited by acceptor photobleaching, only dwells before the last
acceptor fluorophore dark state were examined. Under all experimental
conditions tested, donor fluorophore blinking contributed negligibly to the
kinetic parameters of blinking and photobleaching. For direct, dual, and
FRET-based illumination experiments, individual dwells in nonzero and
zero fluorescent/FRET states were used to estimate ton and toff, the lifetimes
of fluorescent and dark states, respectively. From these parameters, the
total lifetime that each single-molecule was observed in nonzero fluores-
cence/FRET (Total ton) and zero- fluorescence/FRET states (Total toff)
was estimated by fitting each distribution to exponential decay processes.
To simplify the analysis of FRET data obtained from the ribosome system,
where multiple nonzero FRET states were observed, all nonzero-FRET
states were combined computationally to determine an aggregate nonzero
FRET state lifetime. In all cases, ton and Total ton could be well described
by a single-exponential decay process: y ¼ y0 þ Aex/t1. By contrast, toff,
and Total toff could only be fit to a multi-exponential decay process consis-
tent with more than one photoresurrection pathway (Supporting Material,
Fig. S1 and Fig. S2). Therefore, to estimate Total toff, each distribution
was fit to a double exponential decay process: y ¼ y0 þ A1ex=t1þ
A2e
x=t2 . Exponential fitting was carried out using the Origin software
package. The reported valueswere obtained by calculating aweighted average
of fitted lifetimes and therefore represent only an average dark state lifetime,
htoffi. To reduce errors introduced by fitting, the percent time each singlemole-
cule occupied nonzero FRET states during the duration of fluorescence signal,
%Total ton, was calculated from the sum of times occupying FRET and dark
state dwells (Total ton/Total ton þ Total toff) . Maximization of this value and
fluorescence lifetime, Total ton, are considered key determinants of optimal
experimental conditions. Under each condition examined, an analysis of the
average number of dark-state transitions per second is also shown.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Single-molecule fluorescence and FRET imaging have been
used as a means to extract quantitative information on the
blinking, photoresurrection, and photobleaching rates ofCy and Alexa fluorophores under conditions typically used
in high-spatial and time resolution single-molecule imaging
experiments. To explore the conditions for optimal single-
molecule fluorescence imaging, dye photophysical processes
have been examined in the presence and absence of solution
additives that alter dye performance. Two distinct biochem-
ical systems were tested using specific combinations of
oxygen scavenging and solution additives 1), to quantify
how Cy and Alexa fluorophores differ in performance in
single-molecule imaging; 2), to quantify how experimental
conditions effect fluorophore photophysical parameters; 3),
to quantify how fluorophore photophysical parameters
change in distinct experimental contexts (e.g., DNA versus
RNA versus protein); and 4), to establish whether ideal
conditions can be obtained that maximize fluorophore
performance in single-molecule imaging experiments. Ulti-
mately, such investigations are necessary to establish
conditions that maximize the information content of single-
molecule fluorescence imaging: minimizing blinking rates
by maximizing ton, increasing photoresurrection rates by
minimizing toff, and extending the total lifetime of fluores-
cence, Total ton. Because imaging is predominantly limited
by acceptor fluorophore behavior, the focus in this study is
given to FRET-based measurements where rapid blinking
and photoresurrection rates allow the facile quantitation of
acceptor fluorophore behavior.
Our data show that NBA, like COT and Trolox, fit the
general criteria of a TSQ, altering the fluorescence lifetime
and blinking behavior of the acceptor fluorophore, without
otherwise affecting the FRET measurement (e.g., FRET
value). However, NBA seems to operate by a unique mech-
anism, specifically increasing the rates of photoresurrection
for both Cy5 and Alexa 647N dye molecules whereas having
only modest effects on the lifetime of fluorescence. When
used in combination with Trolox and COT, TSQs that specif-
ically enhance fluorescence lifetime, additive effects are
observed: an extension of ton and Total ton is afforded by
Trolox and COT; a shortened toff and Total toff is afforded
by NBA. Thus, under stringent oxygen scavenging condi-
tions, a cocktail of TSQs is shown to effectively circumvent
unwanted photophysical dye behavior offering highly opti-
mized conditions for single-molecule imaging. In addition
to improving the performance of dyes for single-molecule
fluorescence imaging experiments in vitro, barring toxicity
effects the means of mitigating fluorophore photophysical
processes using such compounds may also prove beneficial
to in vivo fluorescence and FRET imaging at both the bulk
and single-molecule scale.
Fluorophore blinking is strongly power dependent
Consistent with previous observations (52), smFRET trajec-
tories obtained for DNA oligonucleotides linked to either
Cy3/Cy5 or Alexa-555/Alexa-647N dye pairs showed
severe, power-dependent blinking in the absence of tripletBiophysical Journal 96(6) 2371–2381
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ing events and the total time observed in nonzero FRET
states, Total ton, was dominated by the acceptor fluorophore.
Although Total ton decreased rapidly with increasing power
for both systems, the behavior of the Alexa dye pair was
found to be unique in two ways: 1), at very low illumination
intensity, Total ton was approximately twice that of the Cy
pair; 2), above 1.95 kW/cm2, Total ton plateaued at levels
generally below those observed for the Cy pair. Correspond-
ingly, the Alexa pair has generally longer-lived dark states
and therefore a longer Total toff than observed for the Cy
dye pair. Despite this distinction, the performance of both
dye pairs generally parallel each other. Parallel experiments
could not be carried out on the ribosome system used in this
study because the observed fluorescence lifetimes were too
short to be quantified at such illumination intensities in the
absence of additives. To quantitatively compare Cy and
Alexa performance and their response to solution additives,
our studies of fluorescence behavior were carried out atBiophysical Journal 96(6) 2371–23810.65 kW/cm2 where Cy and Alexa dye pairs show similar
Total ton.
Trolox, COT, and NBA strongly affect the
photophysical processes of Cy5 and Alexa-647N
ﬂuorophores under direct illumination
Given that triplet dark states span a broad range of lifetimes
(microseconds to seconds) and that such processes are inti-
mately linked to photobleaching (15,27,69), it is to be antici-
pated that compounds acting as TSQs should generally 1),
reduce the frequencyofblinking events; 2), reduce theobserved
rate of photobleaching by suppressing both short- and long-
lived dark states; and 3), increase the rate exiting dark states
by promoting return to the ground and/or singlet states. We
examine these predictions under single-wavelength (direct),
multiwavelength (dual) and FRET-based (indirect) illumina-
tion strategies where particular focus is given to the dye
behavior of the acceptor fluorophores, Cy5 and Alexa 647N.FIGURE 1 Photophysical processes in Cy and Alexa
fluorophores are strongly power-dependent. (A) Blinking
observed in the fluorescence trajectories of single Cy (left)
and Alexa (right) dye pairs linked to a 12-basepair DNA
under oxygen scavenging conditions and without the
presence of triplet state quenchers (0.65 kW/cm2). (B)
Corresponding smFRET time traces for Cy (left) and Alexa
(right) dyes showing dwells in FRET and dark states. FRET
is calculated from the relationship:EFRET ¼ IdonorIdonorþIacceptor.
Idealization of smFRET time traces (red line) using hidden
Markov modeling procedures is used to estimate the
kinetics of switching between zero and nonzero FRET
states. (C) Total ton (circles; red) decreases with increasing
laser intensities for Cy (left) and Alexa (right) dye pairs.
The photobleaching rate of the donor fluorophore (dotted
green line) is shown for reference to indicate that trends
in Total ton are largely independent of donor lifetime.
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and Alexa-647N show severe blinking where dark state
dwells, toff, are observed to be both short- (~200 ms) and
long-lived (~130 sec) (Fig. 2 and Table S1). These data are
consistent with dark state lifetimes reported previously
(10). By contrast, the fluorescence of Cy5 and Alexa-
647N, ton, are well defined by a single exponential distribu-
tion of lifetimes (Fig. 2). The addition of COT or NBA
in solution caused a ~4-fold increase in ton for both Cy5 and
Alexa-647N; Trolox increased ton ~4-fold for Cy5 and
~8-fold for Alexa-647N. For both dye pairs, the addition of
all three compounds simultaneously tended to show additive
effects beyond that observed for each individual additive.
The observed dark states of both dyes are represented by
two clearly distinguishable lifetime distributions, short- and
long-lived states, which differ in lifetime by more than an
order of magnitude. The estimated lifetimes of both short-
and long-lived dark states are similar for both types of fluo-
rophores where the long-lived component contributes more
substantially to the total dark state lifetime for the Alexa-
647N fluorophore. COT, Trolox, or NBA shifted the relative
populations of long-lived and short-lived dark states whereas
the absolute values of each lifetime remained relatively
unchanged. NBA redistributed the lifetime components in
favor of short-lived states, resulting in a shorter htoffi by
FIGURE 2 Photophysical processes in Cy5 and Alexa-647N are observed
to be strongly attenuated under direct 635 nm excitation by the solution addi-
tives Trolox, COT, and NBA. The lifetimes of fluorescence, ton, and dark
states, toff, are shown as overlaid histograms for both Cy5 and Alexa
647N fluorophores linked DNA oligonucleotides under direct 635 nm illu-
mination in the absence (black), and presence of 2 mM COT (dashed
red), 2 mM NBA (dashed blue), 2 mM Trolox (dashed green), and all three
additives combined (2 mM each) (magenta). Each histogram fit represents
a minimum of 1156 events where R2 values were >0.90 for ton and >0.7
for toff with the exception of 2 mM NBA where the R
2 value of toff fit,
due to a limited number of observed transitions, was 0.65.~1.4-fold for Cy5 and ~1.8-fold for Alexa-647N. Trolox
and COT slightly increased the relative population of long-
lived dark states for Cy5, increasing htoffi by ~1.1-fold.
Opposite effects were observed when Trolox or COT was
included in direct Alexa-647N illumination experiments.
Long-lived dark states decreased and short-lived dark states
increased, resulting in a decrease in htoffi by ~1.2-fold.
Multiwavelength experiments were next carried out to
test the effects of solution additives on dark state lifetimes to
provide insights into how 532 nm illumination (0.65 kW/cm2)
alters acceptor fluorophore behavior in FRET-based experi-
ments. As reported previously (10), simultaneous 532 nm
illumination dramatically increased blinking frequency by
reducing toff (Table S1). Both COT and NBA increased ton
by ~2-fold for Cy5 and Alexa-647N. Trolox increased ton by
5.5-fold for Cy5 and nearly sevenfold for Alexa-647N.
Under dual illumination, the affects of Trolox, COT, and
NBA could not be as easily interpreted as a simple redistri-
bution of short- and long-lived dark states as their presence
shifted the absolute values of both lifetime components
(Fig. S1). For Cy5, both COT and Trolox reduced htoffi
by ~1.7-fold, whereas NBA decreased htoffi by ~3-fold.
For Alexa-647N, COT decreased htoffi by ~2.9-fold,
NBA decreased htoffi by ~4.4-fold, Trolox reduced htoffi by
~1.4-fold. Again, for both dye pairs, the addition of all three
compounds simultaneously tended to show additive effects
beyond that observed for each individual additive.
In general, the changes in ton observed were not as
dramatic as those observed without 532 nm illumination;
changes in htoffi were more dramatic than without 532 nm
illumination. These data suggest that 532 nm illumination
is linked in some manner to the TSQ mechanism.
Trolox, COT, and NBA strongly affect the
photophysical processes of Cy5 and Alexa-647N
ﬂuorophores under FRET-based illumination
Experiments were carried out on DNA oligonucleotides
labeled with either Cyanine (Cy3/5) or Alexa (Alexa555/
647N) dye pairs to examine the effects of adding Trolox,
COT, and NBA in FRET-based assays. The results, shown
in Fig. 3 and summarized in Table 1 and Table S2, show
that each compound acts in a concentration-dependent
manner to yield dramatic improvements in the quality of
smFRET data that stem from dramatic increases in the htoffi
of acceptor dark states as well as increased ton for both
donor and acceptor fluorophores. The concentration-
dependent improvements in dye photophysical properties
are summarized for simplicity as changes in Total ton
(Fig. 3 A), Total toff (Fig. 3 B), and the percent time in
nonzero FRET state relative to the total fluorescence lifetime
(Fig. 3 C). These parameters were calculated from measured
ton and toff values for each system (Table S3, A and B) to
concisely summarize our findings. Because a large number
of transitions were observed in each experiment, a robustBiophysical Journal 96(6) 2371–2381
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647N are observed to be strongly attenuated in FRET-based
experiments by the solution additives Trolox, COT, and
NBA. FRET-based experiments (0.65 kW/cm2 532 nm
excitation) carried out on donor and acceptor labeled
DNA oligonucleotides show that COT (circles), NBA
(triangles), and Trolox (squares) effect (A) Total ton, (B)
Total toff, and (C) the percent time in nonzero FRET states
% Total ton (Total ton/Total ton þ Total toff), in a concentra-
tion dependent manner. Inset figures show examples of the
single exponential decay fittings of Total ton and double
exponential decay fittings of Total toff.and reproducible quantitation of the data were possible as
shown by the similarity of results obtained in three separate
trials testing the effects of compounds on Cy-labeled DNA
(Fig. S4 and Table S4). Maximization of percent time in
nonzero FRET states is particularly relevant to smFRET
experiments as minimization of contaminating blinking
events is highly desirable to preserve the biologically rele-
vant information content of smFRET data. A second related
parameter that can be extracted easily from the data is the
number of transitions observed per second (ntransitions),
which reports directly on the blinking frequency observed.
As expected from previous reports of Cy3/5-labeled DNA
(27), Trolox increases the Total ton in a concentration depen-
dentmanner. In linewith the predicted qualities of an effectiveBiophysical Journal 96(6) 2371–2381TSQ, Trolox also decreases Total toff. Similar, although atten-
uated, trends were obtained for Total ton in the case of COT.
Under the conditions tested, a ~4-fold and a ~1.6-fold increase
in Total ton was observed at 2 mM Trolox and COT, respec-
tively (Fig. 3, Table 1). At this concentration, a ~1.4-fold
decrease and ~1.5-fold increase is also observed in Total toff
for Trolox and COT, respectively (Fig. 3, Table 1). Qualita-
tively similar results were observed for the Alexa dye pair
where at 2 mM, a ~4.5-fold and ~1.7-fold increase in Total
ton, as well as a ~4.3-fold and ~1.4-fold decrease in Total
toff was observed for Trolox and COT, respectively (Fig. 3,
Table 1). NBA also showed clear evidence of TSQ-like
behavior for both dye pairs tested. However, distinctions
from Trolox and COT are notable. In the Cy-labeled DNA
Mitigating Fluorophore Photophysics 2377TABLE 1 Effectiveness of speciﬁc compounds is environment sensitive and can be used in combination to minimize photophysical
processes in the DNA system
DNA system
Cy dyes Alexa dyes
Total ton (s) Total toff (s) % Total ton (%) ntransitions (s
1) Total ton (s) Total toff (s) % Total ton (%) ntransitions (s
1)
No compounds 6.5 4.0 62.9 0.3 5.5 19.1 29.8 0.4
2 mM COT 10.2 6.1 63.1 0.2 9.2 13.3 46.9 0.2
2 mM NBA 4.9 0.3 96.6 0.2 5.9 0.2 94.6 0.2
2 mM Trolox 25.8 2.9 85.3 0.1 24.6 4.4 80.9 0.1
All compounds 16.6 1.0 93.6 0.1 24.1 1.7 91.0 0.1
Values of Total ton, Total toff, the percent time each of the systems investigated is in the nonzero FRET state before photobleaching,%Total ton (Total ton/Total ton
þTotal toff), and the number of transitions per second, ntransitions, are shown in absence and presence of 2mMCOT, 2mMNBA, or 2mMTrolox separately and in
combination (illumination intensity¼ 0.65 kW/cm2). As described in theMaterials andMethods, the reported values of Total ton and Total toff were calculated by
fitting and the percent time in nonzero FRET states, % Total ton, was calculated by dividing the total dwells in the zero FRET state by the total length of the
smFRET time trace before photobleaching. In each case a minimum of 1650 number of transitions were observed and fitting resulted in R2 values > 0.995.system, 2 mM NBA promoted a modest but reproducible
~1.3-fold decrease in Total ton. This apparent shortcoming
was compensated for by an observed ~12-fold decrease in
Total toff. Given that ntransitions also decreased, we could
conclude from these data and the data obtained from the direct
illumination experiments described above that NBA has the
tendency to strongly suppress long-lived dark states for
both Cy5 and Alexa-647N. In the case of the Alexa-labeled
DNA system, NBA provided a modest increase in Total ton
but a dramatic decrease in Total toff.
By tending to increase Total ton and decrease Total toff, all
three compounds tested here have the net effect of increasing
the percent time informative data can be obtained from both
Cy and Alexa fluorophores (Fig. 3 C). Strikingly, at 2 mM
NBA, this percentage increases to >90% for both Cy and
Alexa dyes. The observed effectiveness of the compounds
used is also observed at greater illumination intensities
(1.95 kW/cm2) for both dye pairs (Fig. S3 and Table S2).
To test whether these results were unique to the DNA
system, the response of the Cy-labeled tRNA molecules
bound within the ribosome was investigated in the presence
of either 2 mM COT, 2 mM NBA, or 2 mM Trolox. The
results of these experiments are summarized in Table 2.Unex-
pectedly, the addition of 2mMTrolox to the ribosome system
decreased the Total ton by ~1.5-fold. Addition of 2 mM COT
increased Total ton by ~1.2-fold and promoted a modest
decrease in Total toff. NBA increased Total ton and decreased
Total toff, by ~1.8-fold. Similar to the DNA system, NBA
decreased ntransitions ~4.5-fold. Thus, as is shown graphically
in Fig. 4, the activity of Trolox, COT, and NBA is strongly
context dependent where Trolox and NBA have profoundly
opposite affects on Total ton in the DNA and ribosome
systems. Although TSQs are predicted to improve the mean
fluorescence intensities of single molecules, thereby increas-
ing the S/N ratio (where S/N is defined as the total fluores-
cence intensity (donor þ acceptor)/standard deviation of the
fluorescence signal), no appreciable changes in these param-
eters could be detected in our analysis. This observation
suggests that the compounds tested either have negligibleeffects on fast blinking processes that tend to contribute to
dye noise and reduce fluorescence intensity, or that the addi-
tion of these compounds at high concentrations increases
background noise, lowering the S/N ratios to an extent that
modest effects on this parameter are masked.
Trolox, COT, and NBA provide enhanced
reductions in dye photophysics when used
in combination
To examine whether the compounds provide additive or
synergistic reductions in unwanted dye photophysical behav-
iors, experiments were carried out in the presence of all three
additives: 2 mM Trolox, 2 mM COT, and 2 mM NBA. A
summary of these results is shown in Table 1 and Table S1
for the DNA system and Table 2 for the ribosome system
TABLE 2 Effectiveness of speciﬁc compounds is environment
sensitive and can be used in combination to minimize
photophysical processes in the Ribosome system
Ribosome system
Cy dyes
Total ton(s) Total toff(s) % Total ton(%) ntransitions(s
1)
No compounds 1.8 0.8 70.3 1.0
2 mM COT 2.2 0.7 76.4 0.8
2 mM NBA 3.2 0.6 85.4 0.2
2 mM Trolox 1.2 0.2* 95.5* 0.3
All compounds 6.3 0.4 96.7 0.1
Values of Total ton, Total toff, the percent time each of the systems investi-
gated is in the nonzero FRET state before photobleaching, % Total ton
(Total ton/Total ton þ Total toff), and the number of transitions per second,
ntransitions, are shown in absence and presence of 2 mM COT, 2 mM NBA,
or 2 mM Trolox separately and in combination (illumination intensity ¼
0.65 kW/cm2). As described in the Materials and Methods, the reported
values of Total ton and Total toff were calculated by fitting, and the total
percent time in nonzero FRET states, % Total ton, was calculated by dividing
the total dwells in the zero FRET state by the total length of the smFRET
time trace before photobleaching. Exponential fitting was carried out in
Origin. In each case a minimum of 532 number of transitions were observed
and fitting resulted in R2 values >0.995.
*Denotes quantities that could not be accurately determined due to
extremely fast photobleaching and/or too few number of transitions.Biophysical Journal 96(6) 2371–2381
2378 Dave et al.and shown graphically in Fig. 4. By comparison to dye
behaviors in the absence of any compounds, in the presence
of all compounds, the Total ton for Cy-labeled DNA
increased ~2.6-fold and Total toff decreased ~4.2-fold.
Thus, the effectiveness of combination quenching is only
~65% of the increase in Total ton expected from 2 mM Tro-
lox alone and only ~33% of the expected reduction in Total
toff in the presence of 2 mM NBA alone. This result suggests
that the individual compounds act competitively. Yet, an
improved net outcome of using all the compounds together
is evident in the maximized value of percent time in nonzero
FRET states, % Total ton. Superior results for combination
quenching were also obtained in the case of Alexa-labeled
DNA where Total ton increased by ~4.4-fold and Total toff
decreased by ~10.9-fold compared to experiments lacking
the compounds. Total ton remained similar to that observed
with 2 mM Trolox alone whereas Total toff was reduced by
an additional ~2.5-fold. Although ntransitions was modestly
lower with 2 mM Trolox alone compared to the presence
of all triplet state quenchers, the presence of all triplet state
quenchers minimized Total toff, the time spent in the dark
states. These results are mirrored in experiments carried
out on singly labeled Cy5- and Alexa 647N-labeled DNA
oligonucleotides where a nonadditive increase in ton and
decrease in toff are observed under direct and dual illumina-
tion through combination quenching (Fig. 2, Fig. S1, and
Table S1).
Combination quenching also showed net enhancements
in FRET-based measurements for a second biochemical
systems. In FRET-based experiments carried out on a previ-
ously established system wherein the ribosome contains
both Cy3 and Cy5 labeled tRNAs (42), a ~3.5-fold increase
in Total ton was observed with all compounds present –a
FIGURE 4 Solution additives effect photophysical processes in Cy5 and
Alexa-647N in an environment specific manner. Trolox, COT, and NBA
differentially impact Total ton in DNA and ribosome systems. Fold changes
(increase or decrease) in Total ton for the ribosome and DNA systems are
plotted in the presence of 2 mM NBA, 2 mM COT, and 2 mM Trolox added
separately or together normalized to those observed in their absence (defined
as the x axis).Biophysical Journal 96(6) 2371–2381~5-fold increase when compared to data taken in the presence
of 2mMTrolox alone. In the presence of all three compounds,
Total toff reduced to ~0.35 s, ~1.6-fold lower than in the pres-
ence of 2mM NBA alone. Compared to the absence of
compounds, ntransitions was reduced ~8 fold. Thus, only
partially additive effects were observed for COT and NBA
in the ribosome system and the deleterious effects observed
for Total ton in the presence of Trolox alone, were absent.
The results observed for DNA and ribosome systems under
combination quenching conditions are summarized in
Fig. 5. At present it is not clear why the presence of NBA
and COT seem to counter the negative effects of Trolox in
the ribosome system. A protein system containing Cy3 and
Cy5 fluorophores, also concurrently under investigation,
corroborates the findings that Trolox, COT, and NBA act in
an environment-specific manner and support the view that
combination quenching can serve to enhance fluorescence
lifetimes and reduce dark state lifetimes in FRET-based
measurements (S. C. Blanchard, unpublished data).
The effect of compounds is also observed with the
PCA/PCD oxygen scavenging system
Similar results were obtained in smFRET studies carried out
on DNA systems using the PCA/PCD oxygen scavenging
system (Table S5) (70). Oxygen scavenging enzymes and
most biological molecules containing cysteine residues carry
out optimally under reducing conditions. However, reducing
conditions are known to diminish the performance of typical
FIGURE 5 Solution additives, when used in combination mitigate
unwanted photophysical processes in Cy5 and Alexa-647N. (upper panels)
smFRET trajectories observed for Cy-labeled DNA oligonucleotides in the
absence (left) and presence (right) of all three solution additives COT, Tro-
lox, and NBA (2 mM each). (lower panels) smFRET trajectories observed
for Cy-labeled tRNA molecules on the ribosome in the absence (left) and
presence (right) of COT, Trolox, and NBA (2 mM each).
Mitigating Fluorophore Photophysics 2379single-molecule fluorophores by inducing long lived dark
states (27,70). In the presence of all compounds and either
5 mM or 50 mM BME yielded similar results were obtained
(Table S6). Experiments were not carried out in the absence
of BME. Lower BME concentrations appeared to increase
Total ton by a modest 18%. Thus, the compounds tested
are effective regardless of the oxygen scavenging system
used and their effect is not appreciably affected by high
concentrations of reducing agent.
CONCLUSIONS
The reliable quenching of dark states offers a powerful and
enabling approach to reducing unwanted dye photophysics
in Cy- and Alexa-type fluorophores to improve both
single-molecule and bulk fluorescence imaging. Our exami-
nation of fluorophore stability in multiple biochemical
contexts under varied solution conditions, shed light on the
mechanisms by which specific compounds affect the life-
times of fluorescing and dark states under conditions typical
of high-spatial and time-resolution single-molecule fluores-
cence imaging. These data provide a potential framework
for the rational optimization of the photophysical properties
of fluorescent dye molecules according to experimental
demands. Global reductions in dark state transitions and
increases in photoresurrection rates helps to preserve the
biologically relevant information content present in single-
molecule fluorescence and FRET trajectories and
increases the effective brightness and photostability of dyes
for improved signal/noise ratios. Such improvements may
also be particularly important to super-resolution in vivo
imaging efforts, where blinking and photoresurrection are
leveraged (71).
In this study, we have quantified the effects of three
distinct compounds that dramatically alter the photophysical
properties of Cy5 and Alexa-647N fluorophores. Under
direct, 635 nm illumination, both Cy5 and Alexa-647N fluo-
rophores appear to follow a single pathway to at least two
distinct dark states differing in lifetime by more than one
order of magnitude. Consistent with previous reports (10),
when illuminated simultaneously with 532 nm light the pho-
toresurrection pathways for both Cy5 and Alexa-647N were
accelerated, yielding significant reductions in both short- and
long-lived dark state lifetimes. The fluorescence lifetimes of
both Cy5 and Alexa 647N also decreased. Under direct
acceptor fluorophore illumination, the solution additives Tro-
lox, COT, and NBA were each shown to effectively increase
the fluorescence lifetime and decrease average lifetime of
dark states for both fluorophores. In such experiments, the
dominant effect of solution additives was to specifically
reduce the relative number of long-lived dark states in favor
of short-lived states. Under dual illumination conditions,
generally similar results were observed. However, the effects
of solution additives were more complex and alterations were
observed in both the absolute values and relative number ofshort- and long-lived dark states consistent with solution
additives modifying acceptor fluorophore behavior in an
excitation frequency-dependent manner. These observations
are consistent with each of the solution additives tested func-
tioning as a triplet state quencher but also show that
a complex interplay of factors contributes to their mechanism
of action. These factors may include the precise strategy and
frequency of illumination, additive concentrations, fluoro-
phore environments and/or subtle differences in the chemical
nature of the specific fluorophores used.
As anticipated from our acceptor-only studies, solution
additives generally yielded beneficial effects for both dye
pairs in FRET-based experiments. A summary of the effects
observed on addition of Trolox, COT, and NBA are summa-
rized in Table 1. Dwell time analyses for each system inves-
tigated are shown explicitly in Table S1 and Table S2. In
FRET-based assays carried out on Cy and Alexa labeled
DNA, the lifetime of nonzero FRET states is well defined
by a single exponential distribution suggesting the existence
of a single, rate-limiting pathway to both temporary (blink-
ing) and permanent (photobleaching) dark states. By
contrast, a complex multicomponent lifetime is observed
for dark states consistent with observations made in direct
and dual illumination acceptor-only experiments showing
the existence of at least two mechanistic pathways back to
the fluorescing state (6,14–16,35,60).
Through the reduction of photophysical blinking events
and the stimulation of photoresurrection, Trolox, COT, and
NBA may work individually or in concert to improve the
total information content of smFRET data. As shown previ-
ously, the action of such compounds is strongly concentra-
tion dependent. This observation may be explained if they
1), scavenge oxygen-dependent species that otherwise react
with dyes to promote dark states and photobleaching; 2),
collide with dyes to mediate electronic events that promote
productive excited state relaxation pathways; and/or 3),
affect dye relaxation pathways via radiative or non-radiative
mechanisms. Further experiments are needed to test these
possibilities and to understand how chemically distinct
compounds mediate quantitatively distinct effects on
Cy- and Alexa-type fluorophores in an environment-depen-
dent manner. The observed distinctions in Trolox, COT,
and NBA mechanisms will require more in depth investiga-
tions to understand how each compound affects the rates
going from lower excited singlet states to higher excited
singlet states (kS1/ kSn), the rates of intersystem crossing
to triplet states (kS1/ kT1, kSn/ kTn), the rates of relaxa-
tion (kSn/ kS1, kS1/ kS0, kTn/ kT1, kT1/ kT0) and rates
of back isomerization to the singlet state (kT1/ kS1). It will
also be important to understand whether solution additives
can affect the blinking behavior of quantum dots and fluo-
rescing protein species as well as their affects on fluorescent
molecules in vivo where the extension of dye lifetime and
reductions in dark states is paramount to single-molecule
fluorescence imaging.Biophysical Journal 96(6) 2371–2381
2380 Dave et al.Given the challenges associated with improving dye pho-
tophysics through the synthesis of novel organic compounds,
the potential to control dye photophysics through the addi-
tion of unique TSQs, or combinations of TSQs, may provide
the most versatile and generalizable approach to tailoring dye
behavior over the broadest range of contexts and experi-
mental systems. Therefore, an extensive search for novel
compounds, or combinations of compounds, that improve
the photophysical properties of fluorescing molecules is
called for. A more diverse repertoire of such reagents will
broaden our knowledge of their basic mechanism and will
doubtless afford significant further improvements in dye
photophysics and the experimental imaging of dye mole-
cules. High-throughput smFRET experiments would aid
this endeavor by providing the most direct access to kinetic
parameters of photophysical phenomenon with only limited
demand for material expense.
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